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Perceptive works from distinguished historianshave stimulated a general andlong-overdue
appreciation of the significance of sport in modern society - in terms of its hegemonic,
ritualistic and symbolic roles and its association with ethics, social class, religion, leisure,
politics and both popular and elite cultures. This series provides a forum for the work that
is now developing internationally in this field as well as the related fields of politics,
education, economics and social history.

Sport and the Working Class
in Modern Britain
Edited by Richard Holt
This collection by a wide range of
specialists draws upon new material from
newspapers, club records and conversa-
tions with former players to illuminate
what sport has meant to the British work-
ing people. The contributors look beyond
the economics of professional spectator
sport to find out how sportsmen came to
embody the hopes and beliefs of whole
communities, and even whole countries.
1990 ISBN 0- 7190-2650-4 $49.95 d.

Sport, Politics and the
Working Class
Organised Labour and Sport in
Inter-War Britain
Stephen G. Jones
This original study examines the approach
of the working-class to sport in inter-war
Britain. It focuses on the attitudes, policies
and responses of socialists, trade unionists
and other working-class activists to what
was perhaps the major proletarian leisure
activity.
1989 ISBN 0-7190-2616-4 $45.00

English Football and Society,
1910-1950
N.B J . Fishwick
Fish wick analyzes the impact of English
soccer on people's lives and culture
through studying the different forms of
participation -playing, managing,
watching, gambling, talking or reading
about the game.
19B9 ISBN 0-719CL2529-X $49.95
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